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Abstract—Recent study has shown that compressive sensing
(CS) based computationally secure scheme using Gaussian or
Binomial sensing matrix in resource-constrained IoT devices
is vulnerable to ciphertext-only attack. Although the CS-based
perfectly secure scheme has no such vulnerabilities, the practical
realization of the perfectly secure scheme is challenging, because
it requires an additional secure channel to transmit the mea-
surement norm. In this paper, we devise a practical realization
of a perfectly secure scheme by concealing energy in which the
requirement of an additional secure channel is removed. Since
the generation of Gaussian sensing matrices is not feasible in
resource-constrained IoT devices, approximate Gaussian sensing
matrices are generated using linear feedback shift registers. We
also demonstrate the implementation feasibility of the proposed
perfectly secure scheme in practice without additional complexity.
Furthermore, the security analysis of the proposed scheme is
performed and compared with the state-of-the-art compressive
sensing based energy obfuscation scheme.

Index Terms—compressed sensing, IoT, perfect secrecy

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of things (IoT) has expedited the process of

doing many vertical tasks by interconnecting diverse tech-

nologies such as wireless sensor networks, embedded systems,

control systems, automation, and other technologies. This evo-

lution has resulted in the exponential growth of data generation

and a multifold increase in IoT devices. The ever increasing

data and resource-constrained nature of IoT devices have

posed critical challenges such as efficient data representation,

data transmission and information secrecy.

Compressive sensing (CS) provides data compression by

reducing the number of samples using a sensing matrix [1]–

[3]. With the proper selection of a sensing matrix, CS can also

provide obfuscation [4]. The computational secrecy of the CS

measurements for Gaussian sensing matrices has been studied

in [5] for one-time sensing. However, computational secrecy

requires large-signal length that imposes challenges to achieve

computational secrecy in resource-constrained IoT devices [6].

Authors [7] prove that one-time sensing of constant energy

signals is perfectly secure if the elements of the sensing

matrix is Gaussian distributed. The indistinguishability of CS

measurements has been studied in [7], [8] for Gaussian and

Binomial sensing matrix.

CS-based perfectly secure scheme is a promising candidate

for simultaneous data compression and encryption [9]. How-

ever, practical implementation of perfectly secure scheme is

challenging because of the requirements of constant energy

signal and Gaussian sensing matrix for each measurement. For

a general class of signals, a perfectly secure scheme is realized

by normalizing the measurements and sending measurement

norm through a secure channel [7]. In this way, this scheme

requires an additional secure channel, which necessitates a

cryptographic algorithm, key management for this algorithm,

and transmission of the measurement norm. Therefore, these

issues make this scheme infeasible to be used in most of the

resource-constrained IoT devices.

Our contributions in this paper are as follows. (i) We

propose a novel energy concealment encryption scheme by

introducing a variable for energy concealment. The proposed

scheme tackles the challenges mentioned above. (ii) A cryp-

tographic primitive is designed by utilizing the combination

of linear and non-linear feedback shift registers to construct

sensing matrices. (iii) We compare the performance of our

scheme with the one-time sensing scheme. Although the

plaintext attack on the Binomial sensing matrix is conven-

tionally regarded as computationally infeasible [10], we prove

that it is prone to cryptanalysis using a pair of plaintext

consisting of super increasing sequence and its corresponding

ciphertext. (iv) We also demonstrate that our proposed scheme

is resistant against the chosen plaintext and ciphertext attack.

We further show that the energy obfuscation scheme [11] is

also vulnerable to ciphertext-only attacks. (v) We prove that

retrieving the key from our designed sensing matrix generating

sequence is equivalent to signal separation problem and is

more cumbersome than the brute-force attack.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the

theoretical aspect of the CS-based encryption schemes. Sec-

tion III explains the proposed energy concealment encryption

scheme and its performance evaluation. Section IV presents

security analysis of the proposed scheme. Finally Section V

concludes the paper.

Notations: In this paper, all the boldface uppercase and all

the boldface lowercase letters represent matrices and vectors,

respectively. xT is transpose of x. The italic letters represent

variables.

II. THEORETICAL SECURITY OF CS-BASED SCHEMES

Let plaintext x ∈ R
N be an N -dimensional column vector.

A vector, x, is called K-sparse if there exists a transform, Ψ,
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such that:

x = Ψθ, (1)

and ||θ||0 ≤ K . A signal is called compressible if it has

representation as shown in Eq. 1 with a few large coefficients

and many small coefficients in the transformed domain. A

compressible signal can be approximated to K-sparse signal,

which makes the CS encoding and decoding similar for

compressible and K-sparse signals [1]–[3]. By applying the

CS encoding on the ith block of plaintext, xi, we get the ith

measurement vector, yi, as,

yi = Φixi, (2)

where yi ∈ R
M is called ciphertext and Φi ∈ R

M×N

is a sensing matrix. Encryption scheme based on Eq. 2 is

called one-time sensing (OTS) if Φi is changed for every new

measurement.

The reconstruction of the plaintext is performed by the

decoding algorithm as given below,

x̂i = arg min
xi∈RN

||xi||1 s.t. yi = ΦiΨθi, (3)

where x̂i is the reconstructed plaintext. Eq. 2 and 3 are CS-

based encryption and decryption, respectively. Note that if

signal is K-sparse in the canonical form then the transform,

Ψ, is identity matrix in Eq. 3.

CS encryption scheme realized using Eq. 2 is computa-

tionally secure under the condition of OTS and Gaussian

distributed sensing matrices [5]. Perfect secrecy of CS-based

encryption is studied in [7], [8], [12]. Mutual information [7]

between a pair of plaintext and ciphertext when using OTS

and Gaussian distributed sensing matrix is given as,

I(xi;yi) = I(Exi
;yi),

= I(Exi
;Eyi

), (4)

where Exi
and Eyi

are energy of xi and yi, respectively.

Eq. 4 guarantees asymptotic perfect secrecy for constant

energy input signals. As we know that most of the practical

signals do not have constant energy. The CS-based encryption

scheme suggested in [7] is perfectly secure for general signals.

The authors used the following strategy at the transmitter to

achieve perfect secrecy,

y′
i =

{

yi

||yi||2
if ||yi||22 > 0,

u else,
(5)

where yi is the ith block of ciphertext, y′
i is the ith block of

normalized ciphertext and u is a random vector with uniform

distribution and unit norm. y′
i is transmitted through insecure

channel and its corresponding norm ||yi||2 is transmitted

through an additional secure channel. Therefore, a separate

encryption algorithm is required for the transmission of the

norm. We can observe that there are some challenges in the

practicality of the suggested scheme. (i) For a signal of all

zeros, the measurement vector is also a zero vector, which

leads to the detection of the actual zero signal by the adversary.

Therefore, in the perfectly secure scheme a uniform distributed

random vector is sent instead of the measurements of zeros,

which in turn makes the detection of the zero signal at receiver

impossible. (ii) An addition secure channel is required for

the transmission of the measurement norm. It requires an

additional encryption algorithm and key management at the

IoT device. Furthermore, transmission of the measurement

norm causes extra burden on the communication protocol. (iii)

The existing perfectly secure scheme cannot exploit robustness

provided by the compressive sensing. Namely, error in the

estimated energy at the receiver can result in deviation in

the reconstructed signal. In the next section, we propose

the energy concealment encryption scheme which tackles the

above-mentioned challenges in the existing perfectly secure

scheme.

III. ENERGY CONCEALMENT BASED CS ENCRYPTION

SCHEME

Energy concealment encryption scheme is realized by insert-

ing an energy concealing variable in the input data vector and

designing a novel cryptographic primitive for the construction

of Gaussian sensing matrices.

A. Constant energy signal construction

Let the input data vector x be of length N − 1. Assuming

the maximum energy of input vector is Emax. We construct

a new vector x′ by adding an energy concealing variable c to

x such that energy of x′ is Emax. x is given as:

x = [x1, x2, . . . , xN−1]
T . (6)

The energy concealing variable, c, is created as:

c =
√

Emax − ||x||2
2

(7)

Signal x′ is constructed by concatenating c with x as given

in Eq. 6. We get

x′ = [c, x1, x2, . . . , xN−1]
T . (8)

From Eq. 7 and 8, it is clear that the new signal, x′, has

constant energy, i.e. Emax. From Eq. 4 we know that the

measurements leak only the signal energy. If the maximum

energy of the signal is made public, the adversary does not

learn anything new from the measurements.

It is clear that the proposed scheme does not require an addi-

tion secure channel because x′ can be now encrypted using Eq.

2. Transmission of a zero vector is tackled by sending the non-

zero vector. It becomes difficult for adversary to distinguish

a zero input vector from a non-zero input vector, because the

sensing matrix is changed for each input. Moreover, the pro-

posed scheme maintains the inherent robustness provided by

CS, because there is no post-processing on measurement data.

In a nutshell, this scheme provides a solution to simultaneously

address all the challenges described in Section II. Note that

all the described results of perfect secrecy are valid only if the

sensing matrix is Gaussian distributed and not used more than

once. Therefore, a remaining challenge is the construction of

Gaussian sensing matrices.



Since generating a truly Gaussian distributed sensing matrix

is not possible in practice, we propose a method to generate

approximately Gaussian distributed sensing matrices. Energy

concealment encryption scheme can be compared with the

symmetric key algorithms for the case when the sensing matrix

is changed for each measurement, and sensing matrices are

constructed using a pseudorandom number generator.

B. Signal decoding

The insertion of an energy concealing variable to the input

signal may change the sparsity basis. Let’s assume that the

input signal is sparse in Ψ basis. But, it may not remain sparse

in Ψ after the insertion of the energy concealing variable. For

example, ECG signal is sparse in the discrete cosine transform

(DCT) domain and to make it a constant energy signal, a

variable is introduced as described in Eq. 8. For constant

energy signals, change of sparsity can be seen in Fig. 1a. It

can be observed that the ECG signal with constant energy

is no longer sparse in the DCT domain. This problem has

been already tackled by decoding using two orthogonal bases

without increasing the number of measurements [13], [14].

The signal with constant energy can be represented as:

x′ = xB1
+ xB2

, (9)

where xB1
is sparse in B1 basis and xB2

is sparse in B2

basis. From Eq. 9 we obtain,

xB1
= [0, x1, x2, . . . , xN−1]

T and xB2
= [c, 0, 0, . . . , 0]T .

Therefore, the decoding for energy concealment encryption

scheme is performed by the combined basis of the DCT

transform matrix and identity matrix.

(a)
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Fig. 1: (a) DCT transformed ECG signals. (b) Sensing matrix
generation framework.

C. Design of sensing matrix

In this subsection, we show that the Gaussian sensing matrix

can be generated using the combination of linear feedback

shift registers (LFSR) and a nonlinear feedback shift register

(NFSR) as shown in Fig. 1b. From the probability theory, we

know that the Binomial distribution can be approximated to

the Gaussian distribution. An LFSR generates pseudo random

sequence, and its bits can be regarded as Bernoulli distributed

with probability 1

2
[15]. The Binomial distribution is the sum

of Bernoulli distributed random variables as given below,

fi = s1i + s2i + · · ·+ sLi
, (10)

where fi is Binomial distributed and sjis are Bernoulli dis-

tributed with probability p = 1

2
. For L ≥ 10 and p = 1

2
,

fi can be approximated to Gaussian distribution with mean

Lp and variance Lp(1 − p). For designing Gaussian sensing

matrix using the bits generated by the method described in

Fig. 1b, each LFSR and NFSR output 0 is converted to −1.

Therefore, fi in Eq. 10 is approximately Gaussian distributed

with mean 0 and variance L. To have Gaussian distribu-

tion with variance one, Eq. 10 should be normalized with√
L. The sequence generated using Eq. 10 follows Gaussian

distribution and has its values from the set generated using

L − 2i for i = 0 to L. For L = 11 the possible values

are {−11,−9,−7,−5,−3,−1, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11}. The extreme

values such as 11 and −11 reveal the LFSR sequences. The

limiter function is used to remove the extreme values. The

limiter function is defined as:

f ′
i = Limiter(fi) =

{

fi if |fi| 6= L

Null else.
(11)

The Null output of the limiter does not mean zero value. It

means no value is passed for further processing, in short, skip-

ping one clock cycle of the circuit for each Null occurrence.

In this case the sensing matrix will contain values from the set

generated by L−2i for i = 1 to L−1. Gaussian sensing matrix

is constructed by taking MN samples of Eq. 11 and arranging

into an M×N matrix. We represent sequences generated using

Eq. 10 and 11 as F and F ′, respectively. One can notice

that for L = 3 sequence F ′ is binary. Therefore, a Binomial

sensing matrix can also be constructed. In the next section,

the performance of the proposed scheme is evaluated by

considering the introduction of an energy concealing variable

and the approximately Gaussian distributed sensing matrix.

D. Signal recovery evaluation

Sensing matrix follows approximately Gaussian distribu-

tion; hence, the bound on the number of measurements is same

as for the Gaussian sensing matrix. We demonstrate the perfor-

mance of the proposed scheme using electrocardiogram (ECG)

signal samples from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia Database [16]. The

input length, N , is fixed to 256. Error performance of the

Gaussian sensing matrix and the sensing matrix generated

using LFSRs described in Section III-B is compared for ECG

record 230 for various sparsity values, as shown in Fig. 2a.

The average mean square error (AMSE) is calculated between

the original and reconstructed signal for 50 iterations. From

Fig. 2a, it is clear that using shift register based sensing matrix

does not cause any degradation in the reconstructed signal.

For our setting, xB1
is ECG signal, and it is sparse in

DCT basis. Whereas xB2
is sparse in Identity basis. AMSE

is compared for the OTS with reconstruction using DCT basis

and energy concealment encryption scheme with reconstruc-

tion using two orthonormal bases for 100 plaintext blocks of

each size 256. The reconstruction performance is shown in Fig.

2b. From the figure, it is clear that the reconstruction using



(a) (b)

Fig. 2: (a) Error performance for Gaussian and LFSR based sensing
matrix. (b) Average error performance for OTS scheme and energy
concealment encryption scheme for 100 plaintext blocks.

two orthonormal bases has similar performance as the con-

ventional reconstruction using DCT basis for ρ ≥ 0.3, which

is determined by the number of non-zero DCT coefficients of

the signal.

IV. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, attacks on the energy concealment encryp-

tion scheme and state-of-the-art schemes are discussed.

A. Ciphertext-only attack

Ciphertext-only attack is applied with the following assump-

tions:

• The period of the pseudo-random generator is sufficiently

large. The keys of the pseudo-random generator are

changed before the repetition of sequences. In this case,

the ciphertext-only attack is limited to the analysis of the

measurements.

• The maximum signal energy is known to the public.

From Eq. 4, it is clear that only the energy of the signal

is leaked to the adversary. In the energy concealment en-

cryption scheme, the energy is made constant by embedding

a variable to the input signal. Therefore, the measurements

does not leak any information about the signal. The adversary

will acquire an M -sparse plaintext instead of a K-sparse

plaintext if reconstruction is performed using different sensing

matrix. Reconstruction using different sensing matrix results

in large reconstruction error, and it increases as the number

of measurements are increased [5]. Authors [17] analyzed the

structural attacks on the CS-based encryption schemes, and

concluded that it is computationally infeasible for an adversary

to apply them. Recently, it is shown that the ciphertext-only

attack is possible to the computationally secure scheme for

small signal lengths [6]. However, this attack is not applicable

to perfectly secure scheme. Application of this ciphertext-

only attack on the computationally secure scheme is shown

in Fig. 3b for N = 32 on ECG record 230. From the figure,

it is clear that the reconstructed signal follows the original

signal, as shown in Fig. 3a. To demonstrate that the attack

described in [6] does not work for the proposed scheme based

on energy concealment, we take signal length of N = 31 with

an additional energy concealing variable, and try to decode the

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3: Application of ciphertext-only attack on computationally
secure and energy concealment encryption scheme. (a) Original
ECG signal. (b) Reconstructed signal from OTS scheme [6]. (c)
Reconstructed signal from energy concealment encryption scheme.

encrypted signal using the decoding strategy presented in [6].

From Fig. 3c it is clear that the reconstructed signal does not

leak any useful information for such a small length of an input

signal. Therefore, theoretical and empirical evidence suggests

that the proposed scheme is resistant against the ciphertext-

only attack.

In addition, we compare our scheme with the state-of-art

energy obfuscation scheme (EOS) [11] under the ciphertext-

only attack scheme from [6]. The authors of [11] have

shown that the energy of the signal can be obfuscated by

incorporating a random multiplier to the measurement as:

z = ay = aΦx, where a ∈ R is taken from a log-normal

distribution a ∼ ln(0, σ2

a). EOS is secure for large values

of signal length and σ2

a. However, higher values of σa will

increase the magnitude of the measurement vector thereby

increasing the signal dynamic range, hence may result in more

storage for processing the measurement vector.

We implemented energy obfuscation algorithm in the MAT-

LAB and performed its security analysis on image signals. For

applying CS on an image, it is divided in blocks of smaller

size. Application of EOS on the ith block of the image is

given as,

zi = aiΦixi, (12)

where xi is the vectorized ith block of the image and Φi is

iid Gaussian sensing matrix.

For security analysis of energy obfuscation scheme, we

choose cameraman image of size 512 × 512 as shown in

Fig. 4a. Encryption is performed on 16 × 16 image block

using Eq. 12 with M = 80. We apply the attack method

described in [6] for discrete cosine basis and observe that

energy obfuscation scheme is vulnerable to ciphertext-only

attack. As it can be observed from Fig. 4b-4f, the adversary

can recover plaintext information from ciphertext by apply-

ing ciphertext-only attack, whereas the energy concealment

encryption scheme does not leak any plaintext information as

it can be observed from Fig. 4g. Apart from the possibility

of ciphertext-only attack, energy obfuscation scheme requires

extra resources to generate lognormal distribution at the IoT

device and key management, which further introduces burden

on communication protocol.



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Fig. 4: Application of ciphertext-only attack on computationally secure scheme, energy obfuscation scheme, and energy concealment
encryption scheme.(a) Original image. (b) Reconstructed signal from OTS. (c) Reconstructed signal from EOS with σa = .2. (d) Reconstructed
signal from EOS with σa = .4. (e) Reconstructed signal from EOS with σa = 1. (f) Reconstructed signal from EOS with σa = 2. (g)
Reconstructed signal from energy concealment encryption scheme.

B. Known/Chosen plaintext attack

In this subsection, the applicability of plaintext attack on the

proposed scheme is discussed. The known plaintext attack for

binary sensing matrix is discussed in [10]. Authors claimed

that for binary sensing matrix known plaintext attack is

equivalent to the subset sum problem [18] which is NP-hard.

They also proved that it is computationally infeasible to guess

the sensing matrix from the plaintext ciphertext pair because

of many spurious solutions. Here, we use superincreasing

sequences [19] to show that a single pair of plaintext and

ciphertext can reveal the complete sensing matrix when the

sensing matrix entries are binary.

Definition 1: A sequence of numbers {b1, b2, . . . , bN} is

superincreasing if bi ≥
∑i−1

j=1
bj + 1 for i > 1 and b1 is any

positive value. An example: {1, 2, 4, , 8, ...} is a superincreas-

ing sequence.

Theorem 1: Given one pair of y and x such that y = Φx. Φ

can be reconstructed correctly from y, if x is superincreasing

and Φ is a Binomial sensing matrix.

Proof : The ith row of sensing matrix is constructed by

taking the ith element of y. yi can be represented as,

yi =
N
∑

j=1

φijxj . (13)

x is superincreasing for j > 1, and we have xj ≥
∑j−1

l=1
xl+1.

To estimate the value of φij for j = N , it needs two steps.

• If yi > 0, this shows that xN is included in Eq. 13

so φiN = 1. Otherwise, yi < 0, this shows that xN is

subtracted in Eq. 13 so φiN = −1.

• To remove the effect of xN , yi is updated in the following

way, y′i = yi − φiNxN .

By assigning y′i to yi and repeating the step 1 and 2 for j =
N − 1 to 1, the ith row of the sensing matrix is constructed.

Therefore, by applying the above described procedure on each

element of y, Φ can be constructed correctly.

Theorem 1 shows that CS-based encryption schemes which

use a weak random number generator to construct a Binomial

sensing matrix are prone to chosen-plaintext attack because an

adversary can deduce key from the sequence which constructs

the Binomial sensing matrix [20], [21]. Our proposed scheme

overcomes these weaknesses because we claim that retrieving

the key from the knowledge of sensing matrices is equivalent

to solving a signal separation problem.

An adversary can break the proposed scheme, only if he

first reconstructs the sequence which generates the sensing

matrix. For an integer sensing matrix Theorem 1 does not

apply directly but we assume that the adversary can learn

the sequence generated by Eq. 11 using a chosen-plaintext

attack. Then from this sequence the adversary reconstructs

the LFSR sequences and NFSR sequence. An adversary can

apply the Berlekamp Massey algorithm [22] on the learned

LSFR sequences to get the key. We claim that reconstructing

LFSR sequences and NFSR sequence from F ′ is a signal

separation problem. We present the following theorem to show

the difficulty of the signal separation problem.

Theorem 2: Given a sequence F ′ of length F generated

by L− 1 LFSRs and one NFSR using Eq. 11, the number of

possible sequences to generate this sequence is given as:

NTotal =

L−1
∏

i=1

(

L

i

)rL−2i

, (14)

where rL−2i is the number of times symbol L − 2i occurred

in the sequence. Eq. 14 is lower bounded by

LF ≤ NTotal. (15)

Proof : To generate symbol L − 2i we need L − i times

“1” and i times “ − 1”. Therefore the number of ways the

symbol L − 2i is generated is given as
(

L
i

)

. Symbol L − 2i
is repeated for rL−2i times in the given sequence. Hence, the

total number of possible ways of getting this particular symbol

is
(

L
i

)rL−2i

. The same logic can be applied for each symbol to

get the total number of possible sequences which can generate

the given sequence.

We know that
(

L

i

)

≥ L for i = 1 to L− 1. So from Eq. 14

we get

L−1
∏

i=1

LrL−2i ≤ NTotal. (16)

Using F =
∑L−1

i=1
rL−2i, we get the lower bound as in Eq.

15.

Theorem 2 gives us strong confidence that even if the

sequence F ′ is given to an adversary. Reconstructing LFSR



sequences is harder than brute-forcing the key. For example,

each element of a sensing matrix for L = 3 takes value from

the set {−1, 1}. Each element of the sensing matrix can come

from 3 different ways. e.g., symbol one can come from these

three possibilities {[1, 1,−1], [1,−1, 1], [−1, 1, 1]}. Hence, for

a sensing matrix of size 10×32 the possible number of LFSR

sequences are 3320, which is more cumbersome than to apply

brute force on each LFSR and NFSR to get key.

Theorem 3: Given a sequence generator using Eq. 10,

sequence F is periodic with period P . The period of sequence

F can be lower bounded by

lcm(P1, . . . , PL−1) ≤ P, (17)

when maxi(degree(LFSRi))>degree(NFSR).

Proof : Sequence F is generated by adding L − 1 se-

quences generated from LFSRs and one sequence generated

from nonlinear sequence generator. Therefore, sequence F is

periodic with period P . From [23] we know that the period

of a sequence generated by summing LFSRs is given as,

P ′ = lcm(P1, . . . , Pi, . . . , PL−1), where Pi is the period of

the ith LSFR. The period of sequence F is P = lcm(P ′, Pnl),
where Pnl is the period of nonlinear sequence. It is clear that

P ′ > Pnl which proves the claim.

The periodicity of the sensing matrix can be approximate

using Theorem 3. Assuming that sequence F has period P

then the total number of extreme points in the full sequence is
P

2L−1 . Therefore, the period of sequence F ′ is P ′ = P− P
2L−1 .

For constructing a sensing matrix, MN elements are required.

Therefore, the repeatability of the sensing matrix is approx-

imate P ′

MN
. For L = 11 and LFSRs are having primitive

polynomial degree in the order of 20, the repeatability of

sensing matrix is approximately P ′

MN
≈ 2200 for M = 26

and N = 28.

C. Reusability of sensing matrix

Due to the linearity in CS encryption, a scalar multiple

of plaintext results in the corresponding multiplication in the

ciphertext. For Binomial sensing matrix in some schemes [24]

it is suggested that sensing matrix can be reused. However,

from Theorem 1 it is clear that due to the presence of linearity

in the encryption process, a sensing matrix cannot be used

more than once if the scheme has to be chosen-plaintext

resistant. Note that in some IoT use cases, if the chosen-

plaintext attack is not feasible, then it is possible to reuse

the sensing matrix. There is a tradeoff between security level

and resource cost.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we prove that perfect secrecy is achievable

for compressive sensing based one-time sensing using the

Gaussian distributed sensing matrices. We design a crypto-

graphic primitive using the combination of LFSR and NFSR

to construct the approximately Gaussian distributed sensing

matrix. The energy concealment encryption scheme is proven

to be resistant against the cryptographic attacks. We prove

that retrieving the key from the sensing matrix construction

sequence is equivalent to solving a signal separation problem,

which is harder than applying brute-force attack. In addition,

we show that the performance of the proposed scheme is

equivalent to the one time sensing scheme.
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